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IT IS  UNFORTUNATE that  so  fascinating a  personality as Sir  Edward  Brampton
does not  qualify for an  article  in the  Dictionary of National  Biography, though
he is the subject of an  article  in  both  the  Encyclopaedia Britannica  (at  least  in
the 1955 edition) and the  Grande  Enciclope‘dia  Portuguesa  Brasileira,‘ the
nearest  equivalent  to the  Britannica  or  Larousse  in his country of  origin.  The
famous article by Sir  Cecil Roth, ‘Perkin Warbeck and his  Jewish  Master’
published  in  Transactions  of the  Jewish  Historical  Society, volume  9  (London
1922) goes  a  long way to  filling the  gap, thou h  it is  less  readily available  in
most reference  libraries than  the  Dictionary 0  National Biography would  be.
Since that  article was  written, additional  material  on  Brampton  has been
published, particularly an  article  by the Marqués de 8510 Paio, Um  Aventurio
Portugues  na  Guerra  das  Duas Rosas: Duarte  Branddo, Senhor  de  Buarcos.
This  appeared in  Amu's  da  Academia  Portuguesa  da  Historian, II Serie,
volume  6 (Lisbon 1955). As would be hoped  from  a  Portuguese source, this
article  sheds  additional  light  on Brampton’s career in his  native  country. I
wish  in  this  article to  concentrate  on  this additional information, and  also
draw  attention  to  some points  where 850  Paio  appears to disagree  with Roth
and other authorities. The article does not seem to be  well  known  in  this
country.  I only came  across reference to it recently. The Marqués de 850  Paio
died  in June 1981,2 and it is unfortunately not  possible  to  check  some  of the
controversial  points  in his  article.

As to Brampton’s  date  of birth, we  cannot  improve  upon  Roth’s
suggestion  of about  1450.“ His parentage  remains  obscure.  That  he was of
Jewish, or at  least partly Jewish  parentage, seems certain. One  version  says
that  he was the son of a  Jewish  father  (Rui  Barba) and a  Christian  mother,
another  that  Rui Barba was  a  Christian  who begat Edward Brampton out of
wedlock with  the  wife  of a  Jew.‘ Brampton  came to be the  ancestor  of  certain
members of the Portuguese aristocracy, and  both  his Jewish and  possibly
illegitimate origins  seems to  have  been  played  down; attempts  were made to
link  him and  them with  Charles  Brandon, Duke of  Suffolk.’ That  Brampton
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was  nephew  of  George  Corrcia, Comcndaa'or of Pinheiro is at least plausible,
as it would explain how the boy was apparently brought up for a  military
career.

Roth  suggests  that  it was a  growth  of  anti-Semitism  in  Portugal in the
14605  that  caused  Brampton to  leave  the  country." 8510 Paio, however. relates
a  colourful  story of  how. when  he was  a young man, an  insulting reference
was  made  to his bastardy; a  duel  probably followed. in  which  he killed his
opponent  and  then  fled  to England.7 Roth has established  beyond  reasonable
doubt  that  he was in the  Domus Conversorum, the  house  for  converted Jews
in  London, for  about  three  years  from I468; there  he was  baptised  with King
Edward  IV as his  sponsor.“ took the Christian  name Edward (Portuguese
Duarte) after  his  godfather. and  changed  his surname  from Brandon  —  a
name  common  among Portuguese  Jews —  to the  more  distinctively English
Brampton, though  the  reasons  for  this  change  are  unknown.  In  Portugal. he
continues to be  known  as  Brandfio.  Why he  should  have  come  to  England,
either  directly or  indirectly, is  again unknown, except  that  there was possibly
less  pyejudice  against  converted  Jews  in  England  than in  some other
countries.

It is  known  that  by 1472  he was  moving high  in royal  favour, though  how
he  came  to attract the attention of  Edward  IV is  a mystery, unless the  King
had for  once  taken  a  personal interest  in his  godson.  Either. or  both, of
Roth’s  suggestions  seem  plausible, viz.  that  he may have spied for the  King
when the latter was in exile  during the  brief restoration  of  Henry VI. or  that
he  fought  conspicuously for the Yorkists at Barnct or Tewkesbury." The
Portuguese  speak of his  gigantic  stature  and outstanding valour."' and if he
had had a  training in arms in his  youth, the  campaigning season of  1471  would
have  given  him ample  scope  for his talents.  Silo  Paio makes an  interesting
suggestion which  may give  an additional clue to his  rise  to  fame  with which  I
will  deal later in the  article.

The years  from  1472  to  1483  are the  best  known  in  Brampton‘s  life,  and  I
propose  to pass  over them  rapidly as  they are  well written  up in English
sources. It is  well  known  that he was  given  command  of a  fleet  in the  Channel,
captured the  Earl  of  Oxford  at St.  Michael's  Mount,  married  a  wealthy widow
(Isabel Pecche) through whom  he  became  an  important  landowner, was
knighted, made  Governor  of  Guernsey.  supported Richard  III in the
upheavals of  1483  and was dispatched by him in an unsuccessful pursuit  of Sir
Edward  Woodville.“ But as  well  as  taking English  nationality and  enjoying
this meteoric rise  of  fortune. Brampton  seems  to  have  been  able in  these
years also to rehabilitate  himself  in his  native Portugal, presumably receiving
a  pardon  for his  manslaughter.  As  Roth  suggests, he may have been
employed  as early as  March I472  in  negotiating a  treaty between  England  and
Portugal,  and may have  accompanied  Earl Rivers  to  Lisbon  in  April  that
year.” He was  able, it  seems,  to establish for  himself  some  kind  of dual
nationality," and  received  from  King Alfonso V  (d.  I481) the  rare  privilege  of
importing goods  customs-free from  England.  and also of  exporting such
goods  as arms.  iron.  madeira  wine  and  leather  to  Morocco.” These  privileges
probably enabled  him to amass considerable wealth.
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Brampton‘s  support for Richard [11 both in  1483  and later  needs  little
rehearsal, likewise  the  various  rewards  he  received  for his  services  —  £350
from  the  customs, and an  annuity of  £100  for unspecified  services  to be
rendered from  Easter  1485  — the nature of these  services  being an  intriguing
mystery." [t is  clear, however,  that Brampton was  employed  more  than  once
by Richard in  negotiations with Portugal, and  latterly in  arrangements  for  a
projected  marriage  with  Princess  Joanna."‘ He was dispatched to  Portugal  in
March  1485.” As he was  given a  letter of  discharge from  King John on  1
October  1485,” it is almost certain that he was in  Portugal  throughout  the
summer  of  that  year.  and  therefore  had the  good fortune  to be  absent  from
Bosworth.

From  October  1485  to  Easter  1487, Brampton was in  Flanders, taking up
residence  in  Bruges.” He  continued  in the  King of  Portugal’s  service, chiefly
negotiating with  the  Emperor  Frederick the  long overdue  payment  of the
Empress  Eleanor’s  dowry.  He  finally helped to  negotiate  new  terms  after  his
return  to  Portugal which  were accepted  in  October 1487.3"

The  circumstances  in  which  Brampton returned  to  Portugal  about  Easter
1487 suggest  that he  intended  to settle down there permanently. He  received
a  patent of nobility from  the King}I and purchased the estate of Buarcos  from
Martin  de Sepulveda for  50,000 reals, a  purchase  which the  King confirmed  to
him on 22 May 1487.:2 King Manuel (who  succeeded  King John in  1495) later
rented  Brampton  a  magnificent  property in  Lisbon,” and his  residence  in the
capital may be  associated  with  his decision in  1497  to  exchange  the  lordship of
Buarcos  for  a  tithe on  various goods  passing through  the port of Lisbon.“

Brampton‘s relations  with King Henry V"  are  shrouded  in  mystery.  In
1488, he  returned  to the  Domus Conversorum  in  London.  His  fortunes  in
Portugal  hardly bear  out  Roth’s suggestion  that a  fresh upsurge  of  anti-
Semitism  forced  him  again  to the  life  of an  exile  on three half-pence a day}5 It
is  more  likely that this was an incognito  visit  to  pursue some  plan  either
private  or political. In May 1489  he was back in  Portugal  where  he
entertained the  English  ambassadors  in  great  style.  In  August  that  year  he
received  a  pardon from Henry VHF" Roth seems to  assume  that he  then
returned  to  England, but  Portuguese sources  indicate that  this was not  until
1500.17 and his  property interests in Portugal  suggest  his  continuing to  reside
there.  In  1500, Henry VI]  knighted  his son at  Winchester,  and this may well
have  occasioned  his return.

Brampton  became  reconciled with  Henry V“ despite  having had an
association — whatever it was  —  with  Perkin  Warbeck. Brampton’s first wife
died  in  1480.  He subsequently remarried, but except that his  second  wife’s
name was  Margarida (Margaret), little  is known about her  —  her maiden
name, parentage, or  even when  they were married.“ According to $50  Paio,
she  came  to  Lisbon  in  1484, but he  cites  no  authority for this. Other  sources
suggest  that  Brampton only remarried after  his  return  to  Portugal  (Le.
1487).“ The later  date  is  supported  by Perkin  Warbeck’s  confession, in  which
he says that he  came  to  Lisbon from  Flanders in  attendance  on Lady
Brampton.  This is usually reckoned  to be  Easter 1487  when  Brampton
himself  made  the  journey.  It  seems,  then, that  Warbeck  entered  the  service
either  of  Brampton  or (if  they were  not  already married) his  fiancée  and so
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came  from  Flanders  to Portugal. How  much assistance and encouragement
Brampton gave him in posing as the  Duke  of  York  — apart  from  telling him a
lot about  English  court  life  —  must  be  a  matter of  speculation.  [f  Brampton
was  originally behind  the impersonation,  which  is at  least  possible, his  return
to  England  in  1500  suggests the  hypothesis  that  he may have  repented his  part
and  helped  to  unmask  Warbeck, so  earning the  forgiveness  of  Henry VII.  In
any case, Warbeck  did not remain  long in the service of the  Bramptons.  He
entered  the service of the Portuguese  knight  Pero Vaz da Cunha and probably
accompanied  him on his ex  edition with  Prince  Bemoi  to Senegal.”
Thereafter  (i.e.  about 1489-90 ,  Warbeck  took  service  with  Pregent Meno
before  beginning his adventures in  Ireland  (1491).

I referred earlier to another  suggestion  of $50 Paio’s  which I  must  now
take  up. For  this  again, he quotes no authority. It is to the effect  that
Warbeck’s  mother,  Catarina  or Katharine de Faro, was  ‘certainly a
Portuguese Jewess’." Her surname, de Faro, suggests the  possibility of a
Portuguese  origin, though  Warbeck’s  grandfather, Peter de Faro, seems  to
have  been a  burgess of  Tournai.” Séo Paio may, like  Speed, have  been
misinterpreting Bernard André  in  thinking that  Warbeck was a Jew  when  it
was  Brampton  who was intended.” Supposing that  850 Paio’s  statement  were
correct, it  would  suggest the  possibility that  through international Jewish
connections, Brampton knew the de Faros in 1470-1. a  connection which
could  have  been  useful  to Edward IV in his  exile  in Flanders and so won
favour  for  Brampton. This  in turn  would  give  some  marginal  support to the
hypothesis  that  Warbeck was an  illegitimate  son of the House of York. But
unless  positive  evidence  can be  found  for $50 Paio’s statement, this must  all
be regarded as  highly speculative.

Brampton  remains  a  mystery man to the very end. Where he  spent  his
last  years and  when  he died are  both uncertain.  He  apparently failed to  gain
admission  to the  Order  of the  Knights  of  Christ  on  account  of his Jewish
background,“ and  whether this  may have influenced  him to  leave  Portugal
and return to England is  uncertain.  A  monument  to him in the  Carmelite
church  in  Lisbon  describes  him as  a Knight  of the Garter  (which  he was  not)”
and gives the  date  of his  death  as 18 November 1508.” As 5510 Paio  points  out,
the  inscription  was set up 35 years  after  his death, and is not trustworthy.
Another  source  gives  the date of his  death  as 1512.-‘7 The  mystery which
surrounds  both  his birth and  death  are perhaps the  final touch  needed for his
character sketch. His career was as romantic and improbable as  that  of
Alexandre Dumas’s  D’Artagnan, and it is surprising that  no  historical
novelist  of the period has  written  up the  story of his  life.  In his case, however,
it  would  be  difficult  even for an  inspired  novelist  to improve on  historical  fact.
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